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Moshe Dayan, Israeli Defence Minister during
The War of Atonement (Yom Kippur 1973),
when all seemed lost, said that it was, “The end
of the Third Temple.”

v
“Do you see these great buildings? There will
not be left here one stone upon another that will
not be thrown down.”
—Mark 13

Prologue
“The glory is departed from Israel.”
—Samuel 4:21

Jerusalem
January, sometime in the future
The shoulder-launched Molkiev missile that struck
the silver dome of the Al-Aqsa Mosque not only partially
damaged a sacred building but had the potential to destroy a
nation. It may never be known who fired the projectile on that
winter morning, but, whether Arab or Jew, the critical chain of
events that were set in motion by this one, violent act proved
irreversible. Emboldened by Israel’s weakness, following a short
but vicious civil war, an outraged Muslim world rose up, uniquely
united, to encircle and eliminate the Jewish nation.
Rav Seren Major Ezer Yoffe, of the Jerusalem Command, had
been sharing coffee with a lady about whom his wife knew
nothing and his fellow officers too much, when news of the
assault on Al-Aqsa reached him. By the time he had covered the
two kilometres through thick morning traffic, the scene was one
of pandemonium. Police and Israeli Defence Forces personnel
converged on the area as civilians tried to flee, blocking all hope
of reaching the site other than on foot. Leaving his car on Bab alSilsilah, he ran the short distance against increasing numbers of
fleeing tourists and ‘prayers,’ to the Tzahal Square and the
vii

Western Wall, the post-coitus exertion an untimely test of his
fitness. Jubilant Orthodox observers, Lubatvitchers, were dancing
and singing in front of the Wall, animated silhouettes against an
unlit screen as tourists, few in number, answered the call of their
excited Armenian guides to board the waiting buses, whose
engines roared expectantly. Nervous soldiers, their weapons at
the ready, formed a cordon, blocking off the northwestern side
and the tunnel to the Muslim quarter. Smoke from the burning
Mosque rose as a black omen into the cobalt sky, above the Wall
to his right. A young aid, Segen Lieutenant Botzer, had been
ordered to meet him in the Square. Along with his men, he had
been carrying out a security detail in the Old City, where strident
evangelical Christians, many of them American, had been
protesting at recent attempts by the government to limit the
sectarian violence that had plagued the City.
“Rav Seren, good morning. The company is positioned behind
the Khalidi Library. Do you want them brought into the square?”
Segen Yona Botzer asked.
“No, Yona. Keep them in position until I find out what’s going
on. We might have to deploy them into the compound, to hell
with standing orders. I have to check with the police. How was
your sweep through the Christians?”
“Difficult, and they call us arrogant! We arrested six and
confiscated a number of weapons. We also found some haredin
out in the streets looking for trouble. Do we know who fired into
the Mosque?” the young segen enquired, knowing that Jew would
blame Arab and Arab would blame Jew.
“No, and we probably never will, but by the end of the day
that particular question may well be irrelevant. I think, Segen
Botzer, we are staring into an abyss.”
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Chapter One
“When you were born, no one loved you. You were thrown
out in an open field.”
—Ezekiel 16:5

Tel Aviv
April
Donald Campbell emerged from the shelter, unwashed,
into the acrid, smoke-filled morning air. A chemical plant to the
east had been hit by Egyptian naval fire and an offshore wind
was dispersing the pollutant across the city. Twenty-four hours in
Tel Aviv, on the end of one of the last commercial flights to land
in the city, had done nothing for his disposition and even less for
his appearance. Thanks to an overzealous security official at
Frankfurt Airport, all he possessed he now wore or carried in a
small satchel.
Most of those with whom he had been nocturnally incarcerated
were refugees from the country, people who had placed their
hopes in the city, believing that their government would enact a
miracle and successfully defend Tel Aviv, the living symbol of
Zionism. Seeking refuge in towns and cities in times of conflict,
was, in his experience, something common to all nations that
were under attack. He had covered enough conflicts to know the
futility of such an act. Towns and cities make good artillery
targets. They are also of symbolic importance to an invading
army, a prize to be taken and none more so than Tel Aviv. It was
1
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here in this doomed coastal city that he would commence the
search for his daughter.
Emma was a student at Toronto University when she first met
the young air force officer from the Israeli Embassy in Ottawa. It
was a relationship that grew to the point where, although his
work as a busy military attaché took him all over Canada, there
always seemed to be time enough for visits to see Emma. It was
an act that did not displease this concerned father for, if any man
could be good enough for his daughter, it was probably Yigal
Cohen, who was at least both honest and direct. Yigal was
different from the other young men upon whom Emma had
wasted her time. But her mother, with whom she had lived after
their separation, was less than enthusiastic about the liaison.
During one long summer vacation, Emma had cautiously
presented him to the already hostile woman. After all, he was
neither Canadian nor Methodist. It mattered little to Helen that a
not-too-distant paternal antecedent had been a Scot and a gentile.
There was also the possibility that, should she become smitten
with the foreigner, he might take her even farther away than
Toronto.
Helen, the wife for whom he was thankfully no longer
responsible, was a prairie girl and not the most worldly of
creatures, despite being married to a journalist for many years.
Apart from visits to Germany and later the United Kingdom to
see her sister, married to a man who was going nowhere in the
Canadian army, she had seldom travelled beyond Canada. To
Helen, a man like Yigal was about as alien as it was possible to be,
and certainly unsuitable for her only daughter and now, only
child, Emma.
It was as a cub reporter on a local newspaper that Donald
Campbell had met his wife. Their subsequent marriage and move
to Toronto with The Globe and Mail had been two steps too far for
the woman from the flatlands of central Alberta. His constant
travelling to remote corners of first Canada and then Europe had
left her alone with the children in a city with which she had failed
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to connect. If she had suffered in silence, it was because he was
not there to listen and share, and, when he was, they were forever
adjusting to being together again, much as most international
pilots and their wives behave between trips. The tragic death of
their fifteen-year-old son James on Highway 401, adversely
affected an already fractured marriage. He had been in a van
with four others returning home from a football game in Kingston
when they slammed into an articulated vehicle that had jackknifed
across the highway. James was the only fatality, the others walking
away with only minor abrasions. News of his death had come to
him in London while he was covering a story on the not so
“secret” construction, in a northern British shipyard, of eight
midget submarines for the Iranian navy. What made it of interest
to the readers of The Globe was that there was Canadian software
installed aboard the tiny fleet. By the time he had returned to
Toronto for the funeral, Helen was ready to leave town. Emma
was then age ten. He did not contest his daughter’s departure
with her mother, reluctantly admitting that his itinerant lifestyle
was incompatible with the raising of a prepubescent daughter.
Eight years later, Emma returned to Toronto to read history and
to break away from a stultifying, dominating maternal
relationship.
She had moved into his duplex on MacPherson Avenue like a
Chinook, selfishly turning his bachelor home into a bohemian
nest, where, during his intermittent visits, they would attempt to
catch up on the missed years. Her arrival had switched on a light
in his world, illuminating the dark corners of loneliness that grew
with each passing year. Now he looked forward to returning to a
building that was no longer an empty space, inhabited only by
furniture. It had become a home, one he now shared with a person
uncannily like himself.
The move from The Globe and Mail to the news agency Reuters,
shortly after Emma moved in, made little difference to their
relationship, except to make his already brief visits even briefer.
Reuters, with their tradition of speed, accuracy, and impartiality,
3
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was something he, along with others within the industry, admired,
and he quickly felt a part of the expanding company. When he
joined Reuters, there were fewer than 4,000 staff worldwide, but
within five years, due mainly to changes in technology, the
company’s numbers had risen to over 10,000, and he was riding
the wave. The Canadian news media had always preferred to
take their news from Associated Press (AP), in New York.
Consequently, unlike in Australia, New Zealand, and South
Africa, Reuters had never been strong in Canada, and so, although
they were part of an expanding news empire, theirs was one of
the smallest offices in the Reuters empire, which, after The Globe,
was a welcome change. His career in news had taken him to the
Middle East only once before, his bailiwick having been Eastern
Europe, but, like most, he had viewed with a sense of foreboding
the deteriorating situation between Israel and her neighbours,
along with a growing belief that, this time, a weakened Israel
might not survive the combined onslaught of the Arab world and
Iran.
When Emma’s boyfriend had been hastily summoned back to
Israel, she had become desperate for news of him. As the situation
worsened, she had secretly made plans to go in search of Yigal.
This she had done while her father was in Vancouver, covering
Taiwanese Chinese peace talks.
Her note was brief, “Have gone to Israel to find Yigal. Don’t
worry. Make sure you take your pills, love E.” And so, Donald
Campbell now found himself looking for his daughter in a
country that was at war and rapidly unravelling.
Reuters had closed its local office and moved to Jerusalem
following the long-awaited recognition of the city as Israel’s
capital by the United States, leaving him with but one contact in
Tel Aviv, a fellow journalist, now calling himself David Shavit,
whom he had met in Berlin, while covering the fall of Communism
in Eastern Europe in 1989. Then, he was Erwin Muller, a reporter
with the Allgemeiner Deutscher Nachrichtendienst (AND), the East
German official news agency, making him a card-carrying
4
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member of the party, something Erwin would perversely neither
confirm nor deny. Over the years, they had maintained sporadic
contact but always at Christmas. The reason for the transition
from Erwin Muller of the AND in Berlin to David Shavit of the
Ma’ariv, a just right of centre daily, in Israel was something he
looked forward to discovering, assuming the man was still alive
and at his last known address.
There being no public transport or taxis operating in the city,
he set off on foot along smoke-filled streets in search of Shavit
using a street map he had had the foresight to pack in his satchel.
Close by, what remained of the Shalom Tower’s thirty-five storeys
had been abandoned, to burn itself out. Not so the high-rises of
Rothschild Boulevard, or what remained of them, firemen were
continuing to fight a losing battle, he saw as he skirted the area.
Moving away from the devastated city centre, the streets became
almost deserted, save for the odd military vehicle or ambulance
that sped by, and this in a city noted for its traffic congestion,
even at 3:00 a.m. The few who were out and about were either old
men or women with children. It was like no other war zone he
had experienced. A surreal calm hung over the residential parts
of the city. Tel Aviv, upon whom the hopes of Zionism were so
inextricably linked, was like a tropical island awaiting a cyclone
about which it could do nothing. But were its inhabitants really
so accepting and passive or had those who were sound of life and
limb already taken to the ramparts, ready to repel the invader?
With the sea at their backs and the bitter lesson of history in their
blood, would these people not fight to the very end? If so, where
were the tank traps and barricades? If the distant rumble of
artillery and sirens were audible testimony to the proximity of
war, that which appeared before him as he walked in the gathering
heat of the empty streets was a city either woefully unprepared
for or accepting of an invasion by an enemy that, if victorious,
would raze it to the ground.
Twice he was stopped by a jeep patrol of the military police,
surly elderly reservists, in search of deserters or infiltrators. On
5
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both occasions, his story of a lost daughter had been met with
skepticism, if not with disbelief. Only his passport had saved him
from being carried off to some military prison for interrogation.
Moving through a predominantly residential area, he
occasionally passed an apartment block that had been arbitrarily
struck by a missile or a shell. Where a missile had hit, there
remained only a large hole in the ground. Egyptian naval
ordnance, on the other hand, left walls standing but reduced the
building to a frame. In one, two elderly tenants with a handcart
were searching for their possessions while grandchildren played
among the ruins. Time spent reporting from the Northern
Caucasus had removed the novelty of such a scene, which, for all
its familiarity, was no less disturbing. Common to Serb, Slav, and
Jew was the will to survive. It could be difficult to observe. Such
degradation, he felt, deserved privacy. A large explosion to the
south filled the air in the direction of Jaffa Old City, momentarily
causing the two elderly fossickers to pause in their labour before
renewing the search, the children seemingly oblivious to the
danger around them.
Wet with perspiration and thirsty, he at last found the street
and then the old three-storeyed apartment block that corresponded
to the last known address of David Shavit. The front of the cream,
sandstone building was consumed to the first floor windows by
a neglected, early blooming oleander bush. Prior to the war, the
building had been earmarked for demolition. Now, an Egyptian
gunner or an Iranian missile might save the city authority that
particular task. As he entered the cool hallway, a small nameplate
on the first door to his left offered a welcome sight. “David
Shavit.” Before that moment, he had given little thought to his
next move should the address have proved worthless. Shavit was
the only card he had to play in Tel Aviv.
The door opened to reveal a tall, corpulent man in his mid to
late sixties dressed in a crumpled dark suit and an open-necked
shirt. The small, round pebble glasses he wore were lost in a
moon-shaped face framed by grey curls.
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“David Shavit?”
“Yes. Do I know you?”
“Donald Campbell, from Toronto, Canada. We’ve
corresponded over the years. Berlin 1989. Do you remember?”
Shavit leaned forward to look more closely at the intruder.
Notwithstanding the comparative darkness of the hall, the pebble
glasses went only so far in improving his vision. This man, upon
whom Campbell was to become so reliant, was not only obese
but also extremely nearsighted. It was a given that he would also
prove to be diabetic.
“Campbell. Yes. You have chosen a funny time to visit. We are
closed to tourists. Or hadn’t you heard about our little war? Come
in, come in.” His English was not transatlantic but owed
something to both sides and, whatever its shortcomings, and
there were few, it was infinitely better than Campbell’s limited
German.
“How have you found me? I did not hear a vehicle arrive?”
“I walked from downtown,” Campbell replied.
Shavit shook his head in disbelief and motioned towards a
door that led into a small dayroom filled with old furniture.
Campbell instantly recognized an apartment that could have
been his own, a place where a man can be himself, surrounded by
the objects of his choice. Piles of books covered the floor around
the edges of the room, while worn Persian rugs supported three
leather chairs. A small Damascus table of inlaid stone stood under
the taped window that looked out onto the deserted street. Maps,
some framed, adorned one wall, photographs another.
“So what brings you to Israel at such an extraordinary time?”
Campbell told him a father’s tale.
“And you have no idea which unit or squadron he is with,”
Shavit asked.
“No. For all I know Emma may have found him and they
could be safely on their way out of the country.”
“Unlikely. If that were so, why come back to Israel, why not
stay in Canada? No, if he is still alive, he will be here.”
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“You’re probably right, but perhaps not in Tel Aviv.”
“Probably not. I will need some time. I have friends in the
military and in other places, people who may be able to help. It
can’t be too hard to find someone who was recently an air force
attaché in Ottawa. You know that we might find him and not
your daughter.”
“Emma is a resourceful girl. Find him and we’ll find her,”
Campbell replied.
“A father’s confidence, very nice. Have you thought about
what will happen if you do find her? You cannot forcibly take her
out of the country,” Shavit observed.
“I know. I’m hoping she will see sense and come back to
Canada, with or without him.”
“I wish you luck, Mr. Campbell. Where are you staying?”
“I spent last night in a shelter, with about a hundred other
people.”
“The city is beginning to fill with refugees. I think you will be
more comfortable here. I have a camp bed you can use. Is that all
you have?” he asked, pointing to Campbell’s satchel.
“It is now. I made it to Tel Aviv, but my bag didn’t. Journalist’s
nightmare.”
“Let me make us a drink while the water is still on. To have
both electricity and water working at the same time is a rare thing
these days.”
“Who’s the third person in this photo?” Campbell enquired.
He was looking at a group of framed pictures that hung on the
wall, adjacent to the small kitchen in which Shavit was making
coffee.
“What are you looking at?” Shavit asked, poking his head
around the door.
One of the results of a lifetime in journalism is a gallery of
photographs. The reporter beside a burnt-out tank, war unnamed;
with inebriated associates in a bar, boarding some string-bag
aircraft in the third world; self-consciously standing amid a group
of emaciated children. His own collection, back in Toronto, had
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filled two walls and spread into the toilet, until Emma took up
residence, after which they were relegated to either the walls of
his bedroom, or put into storage. By comparison, Shavit’s
collection was small. What made it interesting was that every
photograph save one seemed to have been taken in Israel. In spite
of many years with AND, there was no pictorial reference to his
life in the GDR. The exception was of Shavit as a young man on
the aft deck of a Baltic trader standing beside a short, robust
individual holding a rifle of Soviet origin. But it was the group of
three that interested Campbell.
“Oh, that one. I’m the fat guy on the left. The one with the
mop of white hair is the prime minister, and the other is some
government official,” Shavit said, handing him a coffee before
sprawling into one of the leather chairs. What the furniture lacked
in style it made up for in comfort, and, for a moment, Campbell
envied this man who could live as he pleased within his own
domain. But then there was Emma.
“I think that what you should do is have a shower, if there is
enough water, while I think about what can be done to find your
love-struck daughter. And, if we search hard, we may find some
food in the kitchen, I don’t suppose you have eaten this morning.
Do not worry. You’re not taking food out of my mouth. There are
still supplies getting through from Haifa. You’re lucky to have
come at a time when I can be of service. My newspaper demands
little of me these days. Since coming to Israel, I have been writing
on Israeli-East European relations, for which there is now little
demand, and, since they do not see me as a frontline reporter, I
am surplus to requirement. It doesn’t help that the telephone has
not worked for days, and, even if it was still working, it would be
of limited value. The Egyptians, as well as having warships off
the coast, also have a number of sophisticated communication
vessels embedded in their fleet crewed by Russian technicians.
They can listen to every radio transmission and telephone call
made in Israel. Also, they can jam most transmissions we make.
The Americans have diverted their contract communication
9
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satellites to the Pacific. We are no longer of interest to them now
that China is threatening war. It is for them a matter of priorities.
Our engineers are attempting to establish the use of other satellites
from more cooperative powers,” Shavit said, pulling the lapels of
his jacket together, as if some heat from his perspiring body might
escape.
“It may take some time to find your daughter and her
boyfriend, meanwhile, I’m afraid you’re stuck with the clothes
you’ve got on until we can find some more. I don’t think you
would look the part in mine,” Shavit added dryly.
“Thanks. I could do with a clean up. Look, I don’t like to land
on you, but you’re the only contact I have in this city. It’s good of
you to offer a bed.”
“As I said, it’s only a camp bed, a cot which I can put up in
here. But it will be a lot better than a shelter and perhaps just as
safe. You may have heard about the shelter in Haifa that received
a direct hit. It was a conventional bomb-proof shelter, not
designed to withstand an exploding missile hitting the ground at
three times the speed of sound. Over a hundred killed. If you are
going to die, why not be as comfortable as possible? Have you
thought about what you will do if you can’t find her? You may
have trouble getting out of the country, if it takes too long.”
“I’ll face that problem when I come to it,” Campbell replied.
Suddenly and without warning, the ground shook. The
building seemed to momentarily leave its foundation only to
slump back into position, followed by a loud explosion, sucking
the air from the apartment, rattling the windows and dislodging
books from shelves and pictures from the wall. Campbell
instinctively threw himself to the floor. Shavit remained seated.
“A Shehab 350, an Iranian missile. After centuries of animosity,
they have chosen their time well to make common cause with
their Arab neighbours. Normally, they hit us at night, but just to
keep us on edge, they occasionally fire at us during the day. They
are attempting to paralyse the city with these terror attacks. They
think that soon the people will become traumatized and stunned
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by them, and they are probably right.” Shavit moved to recover
the fallen items around him.
“They are aiming for the railroad, four blocks away. I think
they may have scored.” His tone was weary but unperturbed.
“That sounded a lot closer than four blocks,” Campbell
suggested, wiping dust from his clothes and resuming his seat.
“Our air force is useless against them,” Shavit remarked
resignedly.
“What about an early warning system. Doesn’t it warn you of
incoming?”
“That, like most things in Israel, fell victim to politics. During
the first Gulf war, the American satellites provided us with early
warning of the primitive Iraqi Scuds. No such protection exists
against the Iranian missiles. Our politicians argued for years over
which was the best early warning system for Israel. Our own
satellite and anti-missile programmes ran out of money, and then
we relied on America.”
“Are you in the reserve or something? I mean, don’t they need
everybody at the front?” Campbell had spoken his mind and
wished he had not, but Shavit remained unoffended.
Waving his free arm with an air of abandonment, he said, “I
don’t think that any contribution from me is going to make one
shred of difference to the outcome. Anyway, I’m over seventy, a
bit over the hill for running around with a rifle, don’t you
think?”
Campbell was surprised at this admission—the man looked
ten years younger—but thankful for his less than patriotic
attitude, for here was someone who might be able to help him
find Emma. As Shavit had pessimistically pointed out, what
earthly difference could a septuagenarian make to the outcome
of the war? Particularly one who was overweight and with vision
such that, if armed, would present as much of a threat to friend
as to foe.
“Is this really the end? Or will Israel recover? It’s beaten the
odds before,” Campbell optimistically suggested.
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“And it might again. We’re still here, which is a surprise, given
all that has happened. Perhaps such a divided camp does not
deserve victory. However, when you cut the crap from the official
bulletins, it doesn’t look good. As you will have seen in the news,
perhaps even in Canada, the government thinks the situation so
serious that tens of thousands, mainly women and children, have
run the blockade and been evacuated to Cyprus. For the survival
of the species, you could say. The situation changes by the hour.
This city sits at the narrowest point of the country. If it falls, you
don’t have to be a military genius to guess what will happen,”
Shavit gloomily replied.
The clanging of bells and sirens began to fill the air. The area
hit by the missile was obscured from view by the apartment
building opposite, behind which a cloud of thick black smoke
began to fill the immediate sky.
“How did it come to this?” Campbell enquired, his arms
raised in a gesture of hopelessness.
“That is both a long and a short story. How much do you
know about the Near East? You covered Eastern Europe, I
remember.”
“I read the papers.”
“A particularly unreliable source, and Mr. Campbell, as
someone who writes for them, you should know. We’ll talk about
it later, after you have had a shower.”
“It’s all a mess. Why the hell Emma had to get herself into the
middle of all this I don’t know!” Campbell was suddenly and
embarrassingly near to tears, something he had not felt since the
death of his son. He reasoned that it was due to the night spent in
the shelter, during which he was able to sleep only in snatches.
Since leaving Toronto, he had only managed to nap and would
not think straight again until both body and mind had rested.
The pills that he took to keep the viscosity of his blood acceptable,
and the doctors at bay, produced mood swings which, under
normal circumstances, he was able to handle. Little sleep, jet lag,
unreasonable hope, and the immutable fact that he was no nearer
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to finding Emma, had all conspired to reduce him to a wretched
and increasingly desperate individual.
“It might have been more, how do you say, more prudent for
her to have fallen in love with one of your Mounties, instead of a
pilot of the Heyl Ha’ Avir. Certainly, her timing is lousy.” He
moved into the small kitchen where Campbell heard him
attempting to clean up the effects of the explosion.
“Make yourself at home,” he called out. “The bathroom is to
your left as you came in the front door. I might even be able to
find a clean towel for you.”
Barely audible above the sound of siren and bell came a
banging at the door. As he rose from his chair, Campbell noticed
a military vehicle parked in the otherwise deserted street.
Shavit opened the front door to the apartment, and, in the
glass of the only framed map left hanging on the wall, Campbell
observed the reflection of Shavit receiving a deferential greeting
from a young female soldier. He did not have to understand the
Hebrew that was being spoken to identify the recognition of rank.
Shavit had been casual about his relationship with the Israeli
military, but here was proof that, whatever his view, he enjoyed
its respect. Shavit closed the door, and Campbell watched the
soldier, a small plump woman dwarfed by the rifle she carried,
return to her vehicle, where she sat looking into the apartment.
Shavit entered the room, and, throwing his arms out in an
expansive gesture, proclaimed, “This is turning into a memorable
day. First you arrive from Canada, we are almost blown to pieces
by the Iranians, and now the IDF wants me to talk to them on ‘a
matter of importance.’ Whatever will happen next?”
Shavit changed out of a pair of worn leather slippers into an
equally worn pair of plain brown leather shoes.
“I must leave you. I’m sorry for the mess. You can blame the
Persians. Please do not clean up. It can be done later. Do not
expect me back for a couple of hours. There is plenty for you to
read. If I am not returned by the time it is dark, remember to
draw the curtains before switching on the light. That is, assuming
13
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the electricity is still working. They are very strict about the
curfew. Maybe I shall come back with some good news for you.
Who knows?”
Campbell watched Shavit leave the building and drive away
in the military vehicle.
Accepting his host at his word, he did not immediately
attempt to return the room to some semblance of order, preferring
instead to accept the offer of a shower. However, coaxing the
temperamental system to function proved difficult. The explosion
had disrupted the water supply, which now only came in bursts
and was either cold or hot.
He must have dozed off, for he dreamt of a killing, outside of
the apartment, redolent of a modern ballet in which the hunters,
four in all, having chased their prey to ground, proceed to beat it
with steel bars and then dance first around and then over the
corpse. The absence of music did not detract from the
choreographic nature of their performance, which culminated in
an act of Wagnerian proportions when they slowly carried death
away, above their heads, as if part of a long procession. And
Emma was calling in a language he didn’t comprehend. He could
hear her, but there were people, many people, grotesque and
distorted, preventing him from getting to her. They silently
crowded in on him from all sides until he could not move, their
twisted putrescent limbs brushing up against his face and hands,
and, all the time, Emma was calling. Then she stopped calling,
and the miscreants noiselessly drifted away. A violin, loud and
aggressive, replaced his daughter’s voice. He frantically ran
around in search of her, opening doors now in a large hall off
which there were many rooms, each empty. As he ran from door
to door, the floor became a sponge that gradually engulfed him.
He awoke gripping the arms of the leather chair in which he
had slept, and the sound of a violin being played in the apartment
above. Also, the thud of distant artillery could be heard. It had
been there when he had first stepped out of the shelter, that
morning, like the background music in a film, heard but not
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heard. He checked his watch. Shavit, who remained his best hope
of finding Emma, had been gone five hours.
How crazy was he? To come halfway around the world into a
war in search of a daughter who, even if he was able to find her,
was unlikely to meekly pack her bag and return with him to
Canada without Yigal. Only if he were dead would she voluntarily
leave Israel. With this thought on his mind, he rose and explored
the apartment. Off the small hall there were three rooms: a
dayroom, complete with a recessed kitchen; and a bedroom
which doubled as an office with built-in wardrobe and king-size
bed, a desk upon which sat an ancient computer and printer
surrounded by piles of paper and books that spilled onto the
floor, only some of which had fallen there as a result of the
explosion. Shavit was not a tidy man. Campbell examined some
of the papers, an unrewarding task since most were in Hebrew.
The third room he did not reenter; it was the bathroom, which,
despite the frailty of the plumbing, had provided him with the
best wash since leaving Toronto. Returning to the dayroom, he
attempted to clean up the mess of broken glass and picture
frames. Although Shavit had been casual about the explosion, it
was an event, which, at any other time, would have left Campbell
reaching for a strong drink. He had experienced similar close
calls and knew the symptoms and how his body reacted to shock.
That he had done no more than throw himself ignominiously to
the floor he ascribed to an advance state of fatigue.
Most of the photos and maps were undamaged and would
simply need new glass. As he picked through them, one attracted
his attention. It was of a military parade, recruits at a passing-out
ceremony, taken atop a fortress of some kind. Within the collection,
its military subject was unique. He made a mental note to ask
Shavit about its importance. Moving into the small kitchen, he
went in search of something in which to collect the broken glass.
A cupboard under the sink seemed the obvious place to start.
Having drawn a blank, he opened another, a floor to ceiling
corner cupboard in which he found, behind a number of heavy
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coats more suited to a colder climate, not a brush but a rifle.
Perhaps all civilians kept such an item in their homes, much like
Swiss reservists. Closing the cupboard, he returned to the
dayroom in time to see the same military vehicle that had taken
Shavit away return, along with the small, plump female driver.
Campbell’s optimism did not stretch to Shavit’s returning
with news of Emma. That would have been too easy. He had now
conditioned himself into believing he would have to walk a more
torturous path, one that would last days, not hours, before he
would gain news of her.
“Ah, you are rested, I hope?” Shavit enquired, removing his
jacket in front of Campbell for the first time. Fat men perspire,
and Shavit was no exception. His shirt, both front and back, was
wet.
“Yes, thanks. How was your meeting with the army?”
“Not a complete waste of time and gasoline. They have given
me a job to do. A mark of their desperation, do you suppose? I
did ask about your daughter’s boyfriend. It will take time. Did
you find any food? No? No matter,” he said, holding aloft a plastic
shopping bag. “I found a bakery still operating along Allenby.
We have fresh bagels, also some cheese, quite a coup, and fresh
milk for our coffee. Both bagels and milk come with the best
wishes of my driver. Being army, she was able to go to the front
of the line.”
Over the small but welcome meal, Shavit explained what it
was the military desired of him.
“A group of very brave and free-thinking members of
parliament, from the EU, have arrived in the city to assess what
help Europe can give us in our hour of need. A little late, but as
the English say, ‘better late than never.’ Their visit is not official;
the EU has a policy of strict neutrality when it comes to whether
we live or die. They are mostly Jews, but not without influence on
their various committees. It’s hoped that they will return to
Brussels and put before parliament the perilous situation in
which they find us, assuming they can get a flight out. At least,
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that is the hope, and here is the good bit: I have cleared it with the
authorities that you can come along as a fully accredited visiting
and much respected Canadian journalist. At the moment, the
men from Europe are on a tour of the city as guests of the Israeli
Defence Force, bomb and missile strike sites to be included. And
tomorrow, we are all going to the front. They have assigned a
public relations officer to come with us, to make sure I behave. Is
that not good news?”
Campbell was not sure that it was. Becoming involved in
Israel’s fight for survival had not been part of his plan, such as it
was. Finding Emma was all that mattered, but would he be any
nearer his goal sitting in Shavit’s apartment or aimlessly
wandering the streets on his own, unable to speak Hebrew?
“I think you will find it very instructive. My nursing these
members of parliament around what is left of my country and
your search for your daughter are not mutually exclusive; you
can talk to as many people as you like along the way. You never
know how lucky you may be.”
“Why not? I’ve got to start somewhere,” Campbell replied.
“Before you went out you were going to tell me why Israel has
ended up in such a mess, if that’s not too big a question. How do
you go from a country that could take on all its neighbours
simultaneously to one that seems to be on its last legs? That’s
quite a change.”
“For that we will both need more coffee,” Shavit replied,
lifting his large frame laboriously from the depth of his chair. “I
would offer you something stronger but my condition doesn’t
lend itself to alcohol. I am a poor host.”
Returning, Shavit ran a hand through his grey hair in
preparation for what he was about to tell.
“Before Theodor Hertzel died, he was the man who more or
less invented modern Zionism. He is supposed to have said,
‘Don’t commit any follies while I’m dead.’ Well, they didn’t listen
to him. You might say that the rot first set in after Israel’s victory
in the Six Day War, in the 1960s, when the country moved away
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from the socialist ideals of its founders. The original Zionists
were areligious. Secular Jews, rationalists. The Arabs, mystics.
With military victory, Jews and Arabs exchanged places. We
became the mystics and the Arabs became rationalists. Religious
Zionism, something that had always lurked beneath the surface,
breathed fresh air and following the election of 1977, which
Labour lost for the first time in the nation’s history, secular
socialism was replaced by right wing religious idealism. Orthodox
Jews saw the victory of 1967, when Israel defeated the combined
weight of the Arabs, as some divine ordinance to settle the West
Bank, East Jerusalem, Hebron, and Nablus. The Jewish state was
part of the messianic plan. Some of the more crazy among them
even thought Israel should stretch as far as Damascus and
Amman. Does it not say, in Deuteronomy, ‘You will dispossess
nations larger and stronger than you. Every place where you set
your foot will be yours.’ They believed it! These religious Zionists
had a vision, a Jewish jihad that would culminate only in the end
of days, bringing in the dawn of redemption, a new chiliastic age,
if you like. Where liberal Jews saw Israel simply as a territory,
with set and internationally accepted boundaries, they saw Israel
as a theological-salvationist concept. Does that make sense?”
“Go on,” Campbell said. Perhaps, with a broader picture, he
might understand something of what Shavit was attempting to
impart.
“Under pressure from America, Israel gave up settlements,
first in Gaza, and then attempted to leave Judea and Samaria.
When the government handed over the security of the settlement
of Shilo to the Palestinian Authority, the result of which was the
slaughter of its inhabitants, it sparked the internecine conflict, a
civil war, not that anyone had the temerity to identify it as such.
The politically correct words were, ‘civil disorder,’ a euphemism
for the twelve tribes being once more at each other’s throats. Even
the IDF was split; it was a disaster. In going to war against
ourselves, we had sown the seeds of our own destruction. In
America, the influential Jewish lobby backed the settlers, which
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only made matters worse. Washington received a distorted
picture of what was going on in Israel. At the same time, Iran,
who had insisted all along that its nuclear ambitions were totally
peaceful, suddenly announced that it was about to set off its first
nuclear explosion. This was followed by the test firing of some
new medium- to long-range missiles. Our planners had wanted
to strike at the Iranian facilities much earlier but were prevented
by the Americans, who then decided to attack it themselves,
which, as the world knows, turned into something of a fiasco,
similar to their attempt at freeing their POWs at Son Tay, North
Vietnam, in 1970, or the hostages during the siege of their embassy
in Tehran, after the revolution. I think we might have been
involved, unofficially, in the attack against the Iranian site. Now
the Persians have the warhead and means to deliver it with their
Shehab 350. While we were engaged in our own little civil war,
America, our benefactor and supplier of all things that went
bang, had problems in the Pacific. You will know more about that
than I do, the China–Taiwan conflict, as well as that business with
North Korea. Suddenly, we in Israel were no longer important.
They withdrew their carrier fleets in the Mediterranean and the
Gulf to the Pacific and evacuated all their bases in Uzbekistan
and Turkmenistan. As American interest shifted, Israel became
weaker, and the accepted wisdom in the Arab world was that
there was no better time to rid the eastern Mediterranean, once
and for all, of this European exclave. Iran, now a nuclear power,
was only too happy to lend its weight to the destruction of Israel.
The attack on the Al-Aqsa Mosque in January was the excuse
they had all been waiting for.”
“And Europe?” Campbell enquired.
“Brussels has become so liberal that they care more about
their Islamic minorities than the nominal Christian majority and
are happy not to help. The people you will meet tomorrow are
exceptional in their support for us. Without outside military
assistance, it was always going to be a hard fight, but divided,
almost impossible. At first, some units within the IDF and the
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settlers thought that they could take on both Jerusalem and the
Arabs. By the time they woke up to the fact that the very existence
of Israel was threatened, the Arabs were knocking at the door,
assisted by Iran.” Shavit rose and moved to the window, staring
out at the empty street.
“What about the air force? Can’t they defeat the Arabs?”
Campbell knew enough about Israel to know of the legendary
performance of its pilots.
“Things have changed. Aircraft are obsolete against missiles.
To fight missiles, you need other missiles, and that Israel does not
possess, at least, not in sufficient quantity. Our Arrow air-defence
system became obsolete, and we relied on upgraded American
Patriot missiles. We still have air superiority in aerial combat, but
the Arabs know that—they keep their aircraft on the ground,
attack us with missiles, hitting our airfields and underground
hangers almost continually. Egyptian ships shell us at will, thanks
to a sophisticated air-defence platform that comes with each
vessel. Sometimes, we sink the odd one, but the cost to our air
force, when they are able to fly, is high. What would be of interest
is knowing what happened to our aging fleet of four ‘Haifa’ class
submarines? Where are they? It was rumoured that they were
equipped with nuclear cruise missiles but that was never verified.
Perhaps they are at the bottom of some sea. We were saved during
the Yom Kippur War by the constant flow of equipment from
America, particularly munitions and aircraft. In the past, we were
able to produce both in Israel. Now it is different. What we need
and do not have is an adequate anti-missile system. I’m afraid
that, for the present, we are outnumbered and outgunned.”
“I remember reading about Israel’s nuclear strike programme.
Will—” Shavit did not allow him to complete the question.
“The ‘Sampson Option.’ It is no longer an option. The
‘Sampson Option’ existed only as long as we alone had that
capability. Iran now has it, and so it becomes a matter of Mutual
Assured Destruction, MAD. The field commanders wanted the
control of our weapons taken away from the Knesset and given
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to them to destroy Cairo or Damascus at will. Perhaps even
Tehran. With a range of 2,000 kilometres and a 1,800 pound
warhead, the new Jericho missile is capable of destroying any
city in the Middle East. The missiles are or were stored at Hirbat
Zachariah, in the foothills of the Judean mountains to the west of
Jerusalem. Do not look so amazed; the location of the missiles has
long been a non-secret. But when it came time to decide on the
use of the ultimate weapon, the government couldn’t. By the time
they had reached a consensus, it was too late. Iran had made its
intention clear. Not that the average Israeli is aware of it, but he
soon will be and then he may want to know why we didn’t wipe
some Arab city off the face of the Earth and take whatever was
coming. Iran has the capability to wipe Israel out, if it looks as
though we might regain control of the ground war. For us to
resort to a nuclear strike, we have to hit many targets at the same
time and even then we would still be vulnerable to attack. The
Iranians need to hit us only once! Meanwhile, we are losing the
ground war. Most think that we still hold part if not most of the
Negev. How they imagine the Egyptian Army arrived almost at
the gates of Tel Aviv without passing through the Negev remains
a mystery.” And then, as if delivering a summation to a group of
Rotarians, he added, “Iran has only to press one button to destroy
us and probably will.”
There followed a pause during which Shavit seemed lost in
thought. He had returned to his seat, seemingly unwilling to
continue.
What Shavit seemed to know of Israel’s position went far
beyond that of a semi-retired journo. His knowledge of Israel’s
nuclear deterrent, and the government’s hesitation in its use, was
proof sufficient that he was more than he would have Campbell
believe. What that “more” was might reveal itself the following
day.
“While you were out, I tried to clean up a little and noticed the
photo of the soldiers on the mountain. Are you in it, or did you
take the picture?” Campbell enquired.
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“Which one was that? Oh, Masada. I keep it to remind me of
how dangerous myths can be. How and why that particular myth
was created is interesting. It became diffused into the people to
the point where few questioned its validity, which, as a journalist,
I find even more interesting. What do you know about Masada?”
“I saw the movie on the late show, years ago—Jewish heroes,
holding out for years against Roman troops. Rather than
surrender, they all committed suicide. A great story; that’s about
it.” The flippancy of his response did not sit well with Shavit.
“The world, as Hollywood would have it. The truth makes an
even better story, though not so uplifting. At the time of the revolt
against the Romans, among the Jews, there were two ideologicalpolitical groups, the Zealots and the Sicarii. The Sicarii were
assassins, both of Jews and Romans. They were not prejudiced
about whom they killed. Eventually, they were banished by their
fellow Jews, to Masada. There, they attacked local villages, killing
and stealing. Not your ideal neighbour. Three years after
Jerusalem fell, around 70 AD, the Romans laid siege to Masada.
It lasted just four to eight months, that’s all. No long heroic
defence, just a siege. Not even a battle, except for the final assault.
The bit about the suicide is correct, although most were not keen
on the idea. In the end, I think 967 committed suicide. There were
seven survivors. A heroic symbol of “the last stand,” that never
took place. Moshe Dayan, an Israeli general, who, as much as
anybody was responsible for the continuation of the myth, said,
‘Masada has become a symbol of heroism and liberty for the
Jewish people. It says, fight to the death rather than surrender,
prefer death to bondage and loss of freedom.’”
“I’ve heard of Dayan.”
“A legend in his own mind. Like Masada, he was something
of a myth. He was a close friend of David Ben-Gurion, Israel’s
first prime minister. During the war of ’67, what they used to call
‘The Six Day War,’ and during the war of ’73, Yom Kippur, he was
minister of defence. In ’67, it is said that he never once visited the
front until the firing stopped. And as the minister of defence in
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’73, he would not believe what everybody was telling him about
Egyptian and Syrian intentions. More than anybody else, he was
responsible for what happened. History will vindicate his critics.”
“And he was also a politician?” Campbell enquired.
“Most generals in the Israeli Defence Force become politicians,
eventually. What is of interest about Masada is the important part
the myth has played in forming a new identity, both collective
and individual, for generations of Jews in Israel. It said, ‘We have
fought for this land over thousands of years. It is part of us and
we are part of it. We are not newcomers to Palestine.’ Masada, or,
rather, the myth, is said to have played a crucial role in helping to
build Israeli society, giving it a legitimacy it would otherwise not
have had, helping to integrate Jews from all over the world into a
land for which they would have to fight. The army used it for
years as a place where recruits took the oath of allegiance. That
photo was taken at the last ceremony. As a national symbol of
heroism, it worked. Most nations have their own myths, not least
the United States, probably even Canada. But what happens
when a myth of such significance is exposed? Now that is even
more interesting, don’t you think?”
“I don’t know.” The lameness of his response attempted to
hide a tiredness that suddenly engulfed him. In spite of his rest
earlier in the day, Campbell found it hard to concentrate, a fact
not lost on his host.
“Perhaps we should get some sleep. Our Iranian friends may
pay us a visit later on. Tomorrow we shall find you some fresh
clothes.”
The car arrived early, and it was still dark as they drove into
the city. Overnight, it had filled with refugees in cars packed full
of belongings and parked in unlit streets. He had seen refugees
before, but seldom camped out in late model Volvos. They were
waiting for dawn and the hope of a reprieve, but there would be
none, not that day or in the days to come.
The introduction to and briefing with the Euro MPs took place
in the basement of a concrete building that had once housed the
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nation’s wealth. Vaults, now empty, surrounded the cavernous
room in the centre of which stood a rectangular table covered, for
security reasons, by a green cloth in the centre of which was the
incongruous monogram of the Holiday Inn. At one end of the
room were gathered a group of men in civilian clothes whom
Campbell correctly identified as those from Brussels, flanked by
military personnel, some of senior rank. Around the table stood
groups of officers talking and pushing yet more cigarette smoke
into an already polluted environment. Canada had long been a
smoke-free environment, and, for Campbell, it was difficult after
so long a time to adjust to the putrid atmosphere. Young female
soldiers came and went with messages from a front line that was
changing by the minute. The room was lit by strip lights run off
an auxiliary generator that could be heard operating from an
adjacent chamber. Clouds of tobacco smoke created biblical shafts
of illumination, spotlighting the floor and occupants beneath.
This was a war room from which orders would flow to stem the
advance of the enemy, a war room staffed by professional and
reserve officers unable to hide their concern at the deteriorating
situation.
The briefing began with introductions, in English, by a senior
officer with large round glasses that only served to enhance his
owlish appearance. His words were translated into Italian, French,
and German, by a sweating Shavit. A short, muscular officer of
pongid appearance then explained, in fractured English, the
military situation. Such was his portrayal that Campbell was
unsure whether Israel was winning or losing the conflict. If that
was not the intent, the faces of the Euro MPs only confirmed the
confusion. There followed a short period for questions after which
they were escorted to another room where a female soldier of
matronly proportions and around age forty passed around soft
drinks and informed them that she would be their liaison officer
for the day, a task that, she assured them, would be a pleasure.
They were to be taken to the front in a wheeled, armoured personnel
carrier, known in Israeli as a Zeldas, a variant of the German
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designed TPz-1 Fuchs. At no time, it was explained, would they be
in any danger and the Israeli Army would endeavour to make their
day a pleasant one. Malcia, as she preferred to be called, displayed
all the charm and confidence of a vacation guide, which, given her
civilian occupation of executive travel advisor, was to be expected.
Rather than a tour of the battlefields, where the fate of a nation
hung in the balance, their day was taking on the atmosphere of a
leisure outing, with packed lunch and a bottle of mineral water for
each guest. Thus, both informed and equipped, they were ushered
up a darkened staircase out onto the bright, sun-drenched street
into the dimly lit sepulchral interior of a windowless troop carrier,
one the likes of which Campbell had not seen before. The body
was a series of one metre square welded armour plates, each at an
oblique angle to the other, so designed to prevent ordinance hitting
the body at right angles, thus reducing the possibility of penetration.
The bottom of the vehicle was in the shape of a deep V, which,
along with wheels mounted out from the body, helped limit mine
damage to those inside. Even with the encouragement of both
Malcia and the driver, some of the less athletic members of the
group experienced some difficulty entering the vehicle, and it was
problematic as to how quickly they would be able to evacuate the
carrier in the event of an emergency. They sat in two rows of metal
bucket seats facing each other, their backs to the vehicle’s hull, with
Shavit by the exit. After a brief discussion between Shavit and
Malcia, the latter took up her position beside the driver, and,
separated from her responsibilities by an armoured bulkhead, the
heavy vehicle drove laboriously out of the city.
To put all at ease above the roar of the diesel engine, Shavit set
about introducing Campbell to the Euro-MPs, first in German,
then in French, followed by Italian. It was possible that all had
sufficient grasp of the English language as to make the exercise
unnecessary, but Shavit preferred to pay each the compliment of
using their mother tongue. The ease with which he switched
from one to the other impressed the monolingual Canadian who,
like most Anglo-Canadians, had an ambiguous relationship with
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the French, the other language of his native land, something he
had struggled with throughout his working life, never really
coming to terms with the syntax. As he shook the hands with the
MPs, he could see in their eyes, gravitas and trepidation. The
nature of their outing notwithstanding, it occurred to Campbell
that they were, to a man, without humour, a failing that did not
bode well for the day. If they were a cross section of your average
Euro-MP then Brussels was anything but a swinging city. After a
while, all attempts at conversation was abandoned.
Suddenly, the vehicle lurched to the right, unseating those
who sat on the left, followed by a loud metallic bang to the left
side, setting up a campanological resonance that made their ears
ring. The vehicle, now accelerating, had come under attack and
had received a glancing hit from a shell that had fortuitously
failed to explode.
They were travelling at speed on an unsealed road, and the
experience was less than comfortable. Without warning, the
vehicle came to an abrupt halt and, after a few minutes, resumed
its journey. At no time were those in the rear able to communicate
with the driving cab, a situation that left them feeling isolated
and vulnerable. After several more stop-and-goes, the carrier
came to rest and the engine was switched off, the rear door was
thrown open, letting in bright daylight and, for the Euro-MPs,
the unfamiliar stench of war. Shavit got out to confer with the
ever-smiling Malcia.
They emerged to find themselves among market gardens
where the horticultural products for Tel Aviv and beyond had,
until recently, been grown, with the indispensable help of Arab
labour. Close by, an army command truck was parked beside a
large packing shed into which they were quickly ushered. Heavy
gunfire could be heard close by. A shell burst above the shed,
reigning shrapnel down on the tin roof. As they entered, an
energetic young officer left a group of soldiers to address the
bewildered visitors in English with an accent that would have
been more at home in Chicago.
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“Hi. Welcome to the front. You’re just two kilometres from
the Egyptian infantry. We’re holding them in this sector, and we
would be pushing the bastards back if we had more tanks and
the right air cover. What my guys need is the tools to finish the
job. We’ve got some prisoners for you to see and a few of the
men to speak to. We’ll keep your visit brief; there’s a war on.
Also, the last thing I need is to have you folk around if things
heat up.”
Shavit, who had been talking with one of his charges, an
Italian, asked if they might get closer to the fighting.
“Any closer and I would be issuing you a rifle. No sir, but wait
long enough and it will come to you. Step this way for a look at
the Egyptian army.” With that, he moved further into the shed,
followed by the group, to an area in which a number of armed
soldiers surrounded others in bright camouflage, sitting
dejectedly on their haunches.
“These guys were taken this morning; we’re waiting for the
military police to come and take them in for processing, not that
they’ll get much out of them. Most of the ones we’ve taken are
illiterate, straight out of the desert. It’s a problem what to do with
them. We had one of their majors here yesterday, shot clean
through the chest; couldn’t keep him alive long enough for him to
be of any use. I don’t think this lot even knows what they’re
fighting for. I can’t let you talk to them. It’s against the Geneva
Convention. Okay, that was the Egyptian army. Come and meet
some of the good guys,” he said, leading them off to another area.
Shavit whispered to Campbell, “Is it really against the Geneva
Convention to talk to prisoners of war?”
“I haven’t the faintest idea,” Campbell replied.
Three young soldiers were waiting to answer the visitors’
questions. As a public relations exercise, the Israeli army was
exceeding itself. Seldom in other conflicts had Campbell been
given unimpeded access to the rank and file. There was, of course,
always Malcia. Would she intervene to prevent the free flow
discussion? And how “free” would it be, anyway?
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“They’re all yours. You have five minutes, then its back on the
road.” Their Israeli host walked quickly away.
After a brief exchange between Shavit and the soldiers, it was
explained that questions could be asked in French, English, or
German. The army had thought of everything. Malcia took her
place beside the young men, as a mother would to guard her
children.
Did they think the war could still be won, a French MP asked?
Before Malcia could interject, the shortest of the three, replied.
“Yes, but we need help from our friends. Only then can we defeat
the enemy.” It was not exactly rehearsed, but sufficiently prepared
as to sound less than spontaneous. Their day was turning into
something of a begging bowl for armaments, as had been
intended.
“What help, other than weapons, did Israel need, at this
time?” asked one of the Germans in the group, a member of his
country’s Green Party.
“Those who profess to be friends of Israel should pressure the
Arab nations to return to preexisting boundaries and negotiate
peace.” It could have come from a government minister, instead
of a mud-covered, unshaven reservist with long curly hair that
hung down over his shoulders.
Before a third question could be directed at the soldiers,
shrapnel tore through the tin roof of the shed, injuring one of the
Egyptian prisoners and a guard. Metal fragments flew through
the air, forcing all within to throw themselves to the ground. At
the insistence of their host and a visibly nervous Malcia, the
group was hurriedly escorted from the shed and into their vehicle,
which wasted little time in leaving the area, but not before a
number of projectiles ricocheted noisily off the hull.
Their next stop, some fifteen minutes later, was at a small
village where buildings and vehicles were on fire. They were
parked in the main street of a poor town that had been, until
recently, inhabited by Hasidic Jews who had made their living
from horticulture, supplying the needs of Tel Aviv housewives.
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Although still in Israeli hands, it was clear that this was indeed
“the front,” the place of conflict for which they had searched.
Here also the miasmic stench of war prevailed. Heavy gunfire
could be heard close by as troops moved cautiously among the
burning buildings. The welcome extended to them by a tall and
erect rav seren was less than effusive. He had a war to win and
viewed their presence as serving no practical purpose. If not
required they were also unexpected, leaving Campbell to wonder
if events had not gone quite as planned. If so, Malcia showed
little sign of any sudden change to the programme. Some distance
from the group, in the shelter of a damaged store, she, Shavit and
the Rav Seren were engaged in conversation while Campbell,
along with the men from Brussels, sat looking out of the rear door
at the war into which they had stumbled. Close by, the carcass of
a fly infested horse, its head missing, lay beside the road.
There is a body odour that comes with fear, secreted from
within a gland that leaks through the pores of the skin, from
which even the recently washed, perfumed, and freshly clothed
are not exempt. It had been more than half a day with hours
entombed in a hot metal vehicle, since the group had experienced
any of the three, which only added strength to the unmistakable
redolence that exists when one’s very existence is threatened.
Only the Italian member, whose earlier request to visit the front
had been rebuffed, seemed to relish their situation. Overcome
with excitement and unable to restrain himself any longer, he
jumped from the safety of the armoured carrier onto the road.
Barely had his feet touched the ground before he was struck
down by a stray bullet and killed instantly. Campbell, nearest the
exit, leapt from the vehicle and attempted to drag the lifeless
body to the cover of a nearby doorway. Malcia, Shavit, and the
Rav Seren raced to assist, along with the driver, who had appeared
from the front of the vehicle. It was he who had the presence of
mind to close the rear armoured door of the vehicle.
“Get your people out of that carrier,” the Rav Seren yelled. “All
the time it’s parked where it is it will attract the attention of the
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Egyptian gunners. Move them into that stone building. It’s the
only one that’s still in one piece. We’re using it as a clearing station
for our wounded. I’ll send a runner when we’re ready to get you
out. I suggest all of you get off the street as soon as possible,
unless you want to end up like him.”
As Campbell watched the major leave, a man who had better
things to do than look after a group of superfluous noncombatants,
Shavit quickly explained that they were in a village that was
surrounded, and that, somehow, they had unknowingly driven
clean through the Egyptian lines. Their evacuation would have to
be with the wounded, in two helicopters that may or may not
arrive before dark. Meanwhile, Malcia suggested, they should do
as the Rav Seren ordered and take up temporary residence in the
stone building, where they could all have a late lunch. The guided
tour may have come to a premature end but there was still lunch
to look forward to. It took some coaching to extract the rest of the
group from the questionable safety of the vehicle, past the body
of their dead companion and into the clearing station, a sturdy
building that had once been an Ottoman fort and then a British
police station. It was with mixed feelings that the group saw their
armoured troop carrier driven away. Their future, until the
helicopters arrived, was now inextricably linked with those
attempting to defend the village from the invading Arab army.
Campbell chose not to dwell on the possibility of what might
happen should the aircraft fail to materialize.
Around them, in the hallways and rooms lay the wounded on
stretchers, awaiting evacuation, attended by a doctor, nurses, and
religious soldiers acting as orderlies. For the men from Brussels,
the experience was more than they had expected. Their hitherto
pampered existence among the bureaucratic corridors and
pristine chambers of the European Parliament had ill-equipped
them for what they now faced. To be among so many severely
wounded and dying men and women had not been part of their
itinerary, anymore than being shot at with malicious intent. To
have one of their number killed, and in front of them, was beyond
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belief. They were stunned mullets, incapable of rational thought
or action. Shavit reached out to each one as best he could among
the stretchers, offering support and encouragement, while Malcia
went in search of a place they might call their own until they
could be evacuated. She found it at the back of the building, a
small room that had been designed as a punishment cell by the
forces of the British Mandate authorities, but in more recent years
used as a storeroom for local potato producers. Too small in
which to place a stretcher, the orderlies had passed it by. There
they set up camp, having found some chairs that had been thrown
into the yard. A number of the members had left their lunch boxes
and water bottles on board the vehicle, making it necessary for
those more fortunate to share, though few felt like eating, while
around them a savage battle was being waged. It was an
engagement that would not change the course of the war but
might well hold up the advance, giving Israel more of that most
precious of commodities—time.
For Campbell, it was an all new experience, being at the front
without an editor to satisfy or colleagues from UP (United Press
International), AP, or AFP (American Free Press) against whom
he must compete. Even so, if only from habit, he found himself
unconsciously framing a story, searching for that clear-cut point
or subject with other interests woven into it, accompanied by, of
course, the obligatory photographs. Beyond their small space, in
the rooms and corridors of the old Ottoman fort, were
opportunities aplenty for the likes of Eliot Elisofon, Alfred
Eisenstaedt, or the legendary Pierre Boulet, Life photographers,
who could paint a celluloid war through the lens of a camera. At
least this way, he didn’t have to worry about some “bright” but
inaccurate rewriting of his copy by a junior editor thousands of
kilometres away. Perhaps, if and when he returned to Toronto, he
might be tempted to put on record his experiences in Israel. For
the present, the only scoop he hoped to pull off on this, his first,
visit to the Holy Land, was the safe return to Canada of his
daughter.
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Some of the group were regaining control of their emotions
and beginning to notice the world around them while, all the
time, Shavit kept up a steady stream of encouraging banter in
two languages, there being no longer any need for Italian.
Following the death of their companion, some were attempting a
kind of consensus that would deny them the privilege of
evacuation without the body of their slain Italian colleague. It
was inconceivable to imagine that he should be left slumped in
the doorway of a shop like so much waste. Shavit seized upon the
subject as a way to take their minds off events beyond the walls,
where the battle had become even more intense. Campbell
thought that, were it a symphony, they would be listening to the
crescendo, and the climax could very well herald the arrival of
Egyptian soldiers. Malcia was brought into the loop and sent in
search of someone senior to whom their wish, nay, their demand
for the evacuation of the dead Italian, could be made. It was,
Campbell thought, something of a forlorn hope. There were
already enough wounded to fill two large helicopters and more
casualties were being brought in. The army may be forced into
evacuating the group but were unlikely to agree to valuable space
being taken up by the dead, even for one as important as a
European politician.
It was some time before Malcia returned, during which Shavit,
to whom the members now looked as the man most likely to get
them safely back to Tel Aviv, tried to inject some realism into the
situation, much as he appreciated how they felt about leaving
their colleague behind. Malcia did not return empty handed but
with a basket of soft drinks from an adjacent shop and a vending
machine, the front of which she blew off with her pistol. As to
their demand for the repatriation of their dead colleague, the
army was less than interested. Later, she told Shavit, who
translated for Campbell, the battle was not going well, and that,
as things stood, it was unlikely the helicopters would arrive until
the situation was more in their favour and stable.
But the fortunes of war are fickle and, by late afternoon, the
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Israeli soldiers had pushed the invaders back to an area east of
the small town. It was, however, only a reprieve rather than a
victory but maybe one long enough to allow the evacuation of
most of the wounded. It was Malcia who gave out the news of
their impending departure. It was her demeanour as much as the
universally recognized noun “helicopter” that alerted them.
Shortly after, the unmistakable sound of large rotors could be
heard approaching.
The two helicopters had landed in a stretch of road cleared of
wrecked vehicles and fallen telephone wires, their gas turbine
engines left running and their long blades slapping, creating
clouds of dust and debris. They were large American-built
machines with rear loading doors, through which the wounded
were quickly transported. No sooner had the first one lifted off,
swooping low above the burning buildings, than the second was
ready for departure. Only at the last minute was the group
hustled out into the street and rushed to a side door of the waiting
aircraft. Shavit was the last to board, his great bulk being heaved
onto the steel deck by an equally burly load master as it left the
ground. They were seated on the floor, huddled in a group,
between the cockpit and the wounded, who were stacked in tiers
on stretchers, three high. Although not too versed in aviation,
Campbell had travelled in enough helicopters to know that the
machine in which he now flew was heavily overloaded. It
skimmed above the broken rooftops, narrowly missing them, its
great rotors frantically grasping the air. Ineffectual ground fire
came up to meet them as they swung west, towards the coast.
“Where’s Malcia?” Campbell yelled, above the protesting
engines.
“No room. She will stay and fight. That is what soldiers do,”
Shavit replied.
Twenty minutes later, they landed in a suburban Tel Aviv
soccer field, greeted by a small fleet of ambulances. The aircraft
that had preceded them was already in the process of unloading
the last of its wounded and was preparing for takeoff.
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As Campbell helped organize the MPs into helping with the
disembarkation of their fragile cargo, Shavit went in search of
transport. It was only as Campbell went around to the right hand
side of the machine that he saw, strapped to the undercarriage, a
stretcher upon which was a body wrapped in a black nylon sheet.
As he went to inspect, a crew member came up from behind.
“You speak English?” he asked.
“Yes,” Campbell replied.
“He is one of your group. We must leave him here. Will you
take him”?
They quickly released the clasps that had held the stretcher in
place and carried the body beyond the wash of the blades. As the
helicopter lifted off, the group gathered around their deceased
colleague. Until then they had been reconciled to the fact that the
Italian would be left behind, just another body on the street of
that small, war-worn town.
While waiting for Shavit to produce transport, Campbell
seized the opportunity to talk to the air force officer that had been
supervising the operation. This he could only achieve by standing
in front of his jeep, preventing his imminent departure.
“Do you speak English?” Campbell enquired.
“A little. What do you want? We’re in a hurry.”
“Do you know an air force officer called Yigal Cohen? He was
at the Israeli Embassy in Canada, until recently.” It was unlikely,
but all he could do was ask.
“Yigal Cohen?” the officer repeated.
“Yes, Yigal Cohen, my daughter may be with him. Yigal
Cohen,” he repeated,” an air force pilot.”
“Cohen is a common name in Israel. But you are searching for
just one. A pilot?” He turned and spoke to his driver.
“He thinks he knows your man. He is maybe with a support
squadron near Haifa. We’re going there. Do you want to come?
You must come now, we leave. He may not be there, you
understand?”
At that moment, Shavit arrived with a small bus he had
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pressed into service, with a female driver wearing the uniform of
the local fire brigade.
“What about your things?” Shavit called out.
“I have my ticket out of Israel, for what it’s worth, and my
passport. That’s all I need. I’ll catch up with you. Thanks for all
you’ve done.”

v
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